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Using two years of data from the NOvA Near Detector at Fermilab, we report a seasonal varia-
tion of cosmic ray induced multiple-muon event rates which has an opposite phase to the seasonal
variation in the atmospheric temperature. The strength of the seasonal multiple-muon variation is
shown to increase as a function of the muon multiplicity. However, no significant dependence of the
strength of the seasonal variation of the multiple-muon variation is seen as a function of the muon
zenith angle, or the spatial or angular separation between the correlated muons.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents new measurements of the season-
ality of underground multiple muons produced from cos-
mic ray showers in the atmosphere. Incoming cosmic ray
nuclei interacting with the upper atmosphere produce a
flux of pions (π), kaons (K), and other mesons at an alti-
tude directly dependent upon the upper atmosphere den-
sity profile. These mesons either interact with the atmo-
sphere to produce a hadronic cascade that contains addi-
tional mesons, or they decay to final states with muonic
content. The relative probability of each primary and
secondary meson decaying, or having a strong interac-
tion with the atmosphere, depends on its energy and the
density of the atmosphere near its production point. The
density of the atmosphere depends upon many factors,
with local temperature being the dominant one. The
mean temperature of the upper atmosphere varies dur-
ing the seasons, so the corresponding high energy cosmic
muon rate is expected to vary. The high energy muon flux
increases during the summer months due to the decrease
in the density of the upper atmosphere, which increases
the probability that a meson will directly decay into a
muon instead of having a secondary strong interaction.
Numerous underground detectors [1–15] at a variety of
underground depths have measured this expected sea-
sonal variation via the flux of single-muon events.

The atmospheric particle showers produced by the in-
teractions of cosmic ray nuclei produce muons of vary-
ing energies. The overburden associated with each un-

derground detector will determine the minimum energy
muon that can be observed. The highest energy muons
usually come from π’s and K’s produced in the first in-
teraction of the primary cosmic ray in the atmosphere.
The predominance of muons arising from daughters of
the primary interaction is a consequence of the steeply
falling power law for the cosmic ray energy spectrum
∝ E−2.7, combined with Feynman scaling [16] for the
leading hadron in the primary interaction. Observed
underground single-muon events are produced by atmo-
spheric showers in which the other muons, associated
with the hadronic cascade, have either ranged out prior
to reaching the detector or missed the detector due to
the shower’s angular divergence and extent at the detec-
tor location. Thus it is expected that the observed muon
in most single-muon events is the highest energy muon in
the shower. Multiple-muon events in an underground de-
tector require one or more additional high energy muons
at a small enough transverse distance to be observed in
the spatial limits of the detector.

One important consideration in studying temperature
effects in the atmosphere is the value of the critical en-
ergies for the π and K. The critical energy is defined
as the energy for which the π (K) interaction probabil-
ity and decay probability are equal. Above the critical
energy, more mesons interact before they decay. Below
the critical energy, more mesons decay before they in-
teract. The value for the π (K) is 135 GeV (850 GeV).
Most muons seen in shallow detectors (minimum energy
at the Earth’s surface

(
Esurfaceµ

)
< 100 GeV) are from

the decay of mesons below their critical energies, which
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reduces the effect of temperature and density fluctuations
caused by seasonal effects, compared to higher energies
measured in deeper detectors.

The MINOS Near and Far Detectors observed a differ-
ent seasonal variation for multiple-muon events than for
single muons [17]. The multiple-muon rate was observed
to unexpectedly increase during the winter months in the
shallow underground Near Detector, and in the deeper
Far Detector depending upon the spatial separation of
the muons in the event, e.g. a winter maximum was seen
for events with muons within 4.5 m and a summer max-
imum for events with muons separated more than 8 m.

We note that muon detectors located near the sur-
face, such as the GRAPES experiment, measured a win-
ter maximum for their muon rate [18]. At low energy
(Esurfaceµ ≈ 1 GeV), muon decay plays a role in seasonal
effects. The DECOR experiment also measured a win-
ter maximum for multiple muons on the surface [19] .
DECOR attributed their result to geometric effects aris-
ing from altitude differences, but MINOS showed that
at a depth of 225 meters water equivalent (mwe), the
altitude differences were too small to explain the effect
[17].

The goal of this analysis of NOvA data is to confirm
and to further investigate the seasonal effect that was
measured in the MINOS experiment for multiple muons
[17], with larger statistics, a simpler detector geometry,
and looking at the effect as a function of more observ-
ables. This paper presents the multiple-muon rate ob-
served in the NOvA Near Detector (ND) at Fermilab at
a depth of 225 mwe. The NOvA ND is at the same depth
as the MINOS Near Detector but uses a different detec-
tor design. The muon rate in NOvA is measured using
data from 8 April 2015 to 16 April 2017, representing two
complete calendar years of exposure. This period does
not coincide with the data presented by MINOS. The
strength of the multiple-muon seasonal rate variation is
studied using a Rayleigh power analysis, by looking for
correlations with the effective atmospheric temperature,
and by fitting the rate to a cosine function. The multiple-
muon seasonal rate in NOvA is measured as a function of
muon multiplicity and as a function of several geometric
variables.

II. THE NOVA NEAR DETECTOR AND MUON
AND TEMPERATURE DATA

The NOvA ND is located underground at a depth of
94 m [20]. It was primarily designed to study neutrinos
produced by the Fermilab NuMI beam [21]. The detector
is a segmented tracking calorimeter which is constructed
from planes of extruded polyvinyl chloride (PVC) cells
[22]. Each NOvA cell has a width of 3.8 cm, a depth
of 5.9 cm, and is 3.9 m long. The cells are filled with
liquid scintillator [23] and the signal scintillation light is
collected and transported to the readout by wavelength-
shifting fiber which runs the length of each cell. The

light collected by the fibers is routed to avalanche pho-
todiodes (APD) and digitized. Light producing a signal
in the APD above a set threshold is recorded as a hit.
The detector and electronics are located in a climate con-
trolled environment which reduces one source of seasonal
influence.

The detector consists of two parts: a fully active region
and a muon ranger. The active region contains 192 planes
of cells. Each plane is 3.9 m by 3.9 m in cross section.
The orientation of the planes alternates between vertical
and horizontal views around the beam to allow 3D recon-
struction. The 192 planes cover a longitudinal distance
along the NuMI beam of 12.75 m. The muon ranger is
located at the downstream end in the beam direction.
It consists of 22 scintillator planes of size 3.9 m horizon-
tally by 2.7 m vertically. The muon ranger is 2.85 m long.
There are 10 steel planes of thickness 10 cm each inter-
leaved with a pair of scintillator planes. Together, the
complete detector has 20,192 cells within the 214 planes.
The area at the top of the detector is 50 m2 in the active
detector and 11 m2 in the muon ranger.

Cosmic rays are recorded in the NOvA ND with an
activity trigger which requires at least 10 hits on at least
8 planes in total with at least 3 planes hit in each of the
two views. In addition, there must be at least 5 planes
with hits in a window of 6 sequential planes. The typical
activity trigger rate is 39 triggers/s. Each trigger causes
a readout of 50 or 100µs of data which fully encompasses
the hits which satisfy the triggering condition. This hit
data has a single hit timing resolution of 5-10 ns. In this
analysis, tracks registering in the detector with temporal
separation of less than 100 ns are considered to be cor-
related and part of a multiple-muon event. Data over-
lapping with the NuMI beam spill was not used for this
analysis. Cosmic muon reconstruction is performed using
a Hough Transform [24] which finds hits that line up in
each view. The two views are then matched to produce
a 3D reconstructed track.

In order to reduce the number of misreconstructed
events to a negligible level, additional analysis selec-
tion criteria were applied to the events. NOvA moni-
tors the quality of its data continuously and only those
data meeting publication quality standards were used in
this analysis. Reconstructed track directions along the
planes of the detector were discarded because many re-
sulted from bad matching of 2D tracks. This was done
by selecting the direction cosines in the X and Z direc-
tions; | cos θz| ≥ 0.02 and cos θx ≥ 0.02 or cos θx ≤ 0.
In addition, to remove short tracks consistent with elec-
trons from bremsstrahlung above the detector, we impose
a throughgoing requirement by demanding the first and
last hit on all tracks be within 50 cm of the detector edges.
This selection removes stopping muons which are the 2%
of incoming muons with the lowest energies.

Using a Monte Carlo simulation (MC) based on the
CRY simulation [25], the reconstruction efficiency after
all selection criteria was 69%. This was consistent with
the result that 73% of all activity triggers gave at least
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one selected muon. The inefficiency comes from both
the 10-hit requirement and reconstruction difficulties for
steep tracks. A two-muon simulation was developed us-
ing the single-muon simulation and randomly placing a
second parallel muon in the detector. Both muons were
reconstructed and passed the analysis criteria with an ef-
ficiency of 37%. The two-muon efficiency was reduced
some due to confusion when 2D tracks overlapped in one
view. A visual inspection of several thousand triggers
showed the impurity from triggers not containing muons
(before reconstruction) to be below 1%. There was agree-
ment of the distributions of track positions and angles
between the data and simulation [26]. Other than as a
check on the validity of the reconstruction, a simulation
was not used in the analysis presented here.

The reconstructed track multiplicity for multiple-muon
events in NOvA is shown in Fig. 1. The maximum re-
constructed multiplicity event found in our sample is 10
muons. In this paper, the multiplicity always refers to
the observed multiplicity. We do not correct for muons
within air showers that reach the depth of the detector
but miss it laterally. Thus the muon multiplicity is a
detector (acceptance) dependent quantity.

The total elapsed time for this period is 63.85 × 106 s.
Event rates were calculated during periods in which data
was recorded that were up to an hour long. Rates dur-
ing longer periods were calculated using the number of
observed events and the corresponding livetime. The to-
tal detector livetime was 55.29 × 106 s representing a
livetime fraction of 86%. The livetime was not uniformly
distributed, but there was ample statistics to calculate
a rate during every month. The time between multiple-
muon events during periods of livetime is shown in Fig. 2.
The distribution drops according to a power law over sev-
eral orders of magnitude, as expected for random uncor-
related events.

Atmospheric temperature data is provided four times
per day by the European Center for Medium-Range
Weather Forecast (ECMWF) at 37 pressure levels, rang-
ing from 1 hPa to 1,000 hPa, corresponding to altitudes
up to 50 km [27]. ECMWF provides interpolated tem-
perature values on the corners of a grid, whose latitude
and longitude values range from (41.25◦ N, 87.75◦ W)
to (42.00◦ N, 88.50◦ W) with a 0.75◦ increment in each
direction. This area well matches the production site for
most of the muons reaching the NOvA ND at 41.50◦ N,
88.16◦ W [26, 28]. These temperature values are used to
construct Teff , which is their average weighted over the
altitude for single-muon production [29].

III. SEASONAL ANALYSIS

The observed rate of multiple muons (Rµ) is shown us-
ing bins corresponding to one month in time in Fig. 3. A
clear seasonal variation is observed. The size of the win-
ter/summer rate change differs between the two years
of data. A number of consistency checks showed that
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FIG. 1: Observed multiplicity distribution for single- and
multiple-muon events in the NOvA ND. The livetime for this
exposure was 55.29 × 106 s. Note that the vertical axis in
the figure is shown on a logarithmic scale.
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FIG. 2: Time between multiple-muon events in the NOvA
ND. An exponential fit is shown, as expected for random
events with no correlations. The mean rate from this fit is
0.17 s−1.

there was no difference in detector performance affect-
ing this analysis during those two years [26]. The effec-
tive temperature calculated at the production altitude
for single muons above the NOvA ND was calculated in
a similar way as in reference [17]. The monthly values of
∆(Teff)/〈Teff〉 and ∆(Rµ)/〈Rµ〉 are shown in Fig. 4. An
anticorrelation between these two quantities is evident.

Since the frequency we were testing is well known, a
frequency analysis using the Lomb-Scargle method [30]
was performed on the multiple-muon data as a consis-
tency check. The highest power was found at a frequency
corresponding to a year [26]. A strong seasonal effect is
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apparent in Fig. 3. To further study this variation as a
function of several observables, it was necessary to se-
lect an a priori way to quantify the sign and strength
of the effect. We chose three complementary methods:
1) a Rayleigh power analysis, 2) the correlation coeffi-
cient αT of the rate with effective temperature, and 3)
comparison of the rate change to a cosine function. MI-
NOS has shown a seasonal multiple-muon effect with an
opposite phase to that for the single muons [17], how-
ever we extended the previous qualitative analysis with
these methods. Each method has some advantages and
disadvantages in this context.
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FIG. 3: Rate of multiple muons in the NOvA ND as a function
of month and year.

A. Rayleigh analysis

The Rayleigh analysis uses the binned Rayleigh power
(PR), which is defined as:

PR =
{
∑n
i=1 xi sin(ωti)}

2
+ {
∑n
i=1 xi cos(ωti)}

2

N
, (1)

where N is the total number of events, n is the number
of bins, xi ≡ x(ti) is the number of events in each bin,
ω = 2π/(1 year) is the angular frequency, and ti is the
time of the center of each bin. The Rayleigh power can be
thought of as the deviation from the origin for a random
walk of N steps. Since the frequency is known, it gives an
absolute probability that unseasonal data would give the
observed power. This method is compromised by gaps
in the data for small bin sizes, but for monthly or even
weekly bins there are no gaps. However, to compare the
size of the power for subsamples of the data, the number
of events in each subsample needs to be identical. It is not
useful, for example, for comparing the power of different
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FIG. 4: Rate variation of the multiple muons as a function of
month shown with the variation in the effective atmospheric
temperature for single muons above the NOvA ND. The mean
values are 〈Rµ〉 = 0.168 s−1 and 〈Teff〉 = 222 K.

multiplicities because the sample sizes widely differ. The
binning in time is chosen to have a negligible effect on
the calculation of PR. The chance probability that the
obtained value of the Rayleigh power does not come from
a random flat distribution is 1− e−PR . All probabilities
obtained in this analysis are near unity, but the value of
PR itself is used to see if there are trends as a function
of interesting variables.

A calculation of the Rayleigh power using the data in
Fig. 3 gives a value PR = 3665. The probability that
this is the result of non-seasonal random data is e−3665,
which is negligible.

B. Correlation coefficient

Seasonal variations for single muons have been studied
with a correlation coefficient αT defined by [29]

∆Rµ
〈Rµ〉

= αT
∆Teff

〈Teff〉
, (2)

where 〈Rµ〉 is the mean muon event rate for the com-
plete observation period, and corresponds to the rate for
an effective atmospheric temperature equal to 〈Teff〉. The
magnitude of the temperature coefficient αT is dependent
on the muon energy at production and hence the depth of
the detector. The effective temperature Teff is a weighted
average of temperature measurements over the region of
the atmosphere where muons originate [29]. The value of
Teff tracks the actual temperatures at 37 altitudes calcu-
lated on a 6-hour basis. This temperature is correlated
with the density of the atmosphere and hence the com-
petition between interaction and decay for π’s and K’s
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as they traverse the varying density atmosphere. As a
consequence of the steeply falling energy distribution of
cosmic ray primaries, only considering hadrons in the first
interaction is a good approximation for single muons. A
theoretical formula for αT for single muons derived in
reference [29] gives a value that is always positive.

For this multiple-muon analysis, a limitation is that
Teff in Eq. 2 has been calculated by weighting the verti-
cal temperature distribution with the interaction length
of the primary cosmic ray together with the lifetime of a
secondary hadron produced in the first interaction [30].
However, the seasonal behavior of the rate for multiple-
muon events is not expected to be precisely represented
by a simple formula due to the many competing effects
such as non-leading mesons from the first interaction,
and mesons from secondary interactions, etc. Multiple
muons observed underground may predominantly result
from hadrons produced in secondary interactions or those
further into a hadronic shower. The calculation of Teff

used above is a poorer approximation in the determina-
tion of αT than for single muons. However, the gradi-
ent of temperature variations in the atmosphere is fairly
smooth in both winter and summer, so Teff may be use-
ful in tracking the multiple-muon effective temperature
variation as a function of date and is used in the analy-
sis below. Using the data in Fig. 4, we find αT = -4.14
± 0.07. The quoted uncertainty comes from the fit and
does not include the systematic uncertainties discussed
below.

C. Cosine fit

Our third measure of the strength of the seasonal vari-
ation is the amplitude of a fit of the data to a cosine
function. The fitting function used is

f(t) = V0 + V cos(ωt+ φ), (3)

and the amplitudes V are compared in the next section.
While temperatures are predictably warmer in the sum-
mer and colder in the winter, the variation does not typ-
ically follow a cosine function, so any fit will necessarily
be poorly described by that function. Nevertheless, we
find such a fit to be a useful way to parametrize some of
the data. The fits were performed on the data binned ac-
cording to the month of the year in which the data were
recorded.

Averaging over the two years of NOvA data, we show
the multiple-muon rate as a function of the month of year
in Fig. 5. That distribution is more sinusoidal than the
rate as a function of time, as had been observed previ-
ously [17]. We perform the fit to the data in Fig. 5 and
obtain V0 = 0.0 ± 0.1 %, V = 4.1 ± 0.2 %, and φ = -0.43
± 0.05 radians. The uncertainty is only that from the
fit. This value of the phase corresponds to a maximum
multiple-muon rate near 25 January and a minimum near
26 July. In all subsequent fits we set φ = -0.43 radians.
The value of V0 in every fit is consistent with zero.
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FIG. 5: Percentage rate variation of multiple muons in the
NOvA ND as a function of month of year.

IV. STUDIES OF MULTIPLE-MUON
OBSERVABLES IN THE NOVA ND

The minimum muon energy needed to reach the NOvA
ND through the overburden depends on the zenith angle
(θzen) and is approximately proportional to sec θzen. The
highest energy muons come from the highest energy pri-
mary cosmic rays. Since the cosmic ray energy spectrum
is a steeply falling function, a test of the seasonal vari-
ation as a function of zenith angle θzen can be used to
look for an energy dependence.

The zenith angle distribution for each track in a
multiple-muon event is shown in Fig. 6. The distribu-
tion is divided into nine equal data sets which were used
to calculate the Rayleigh Power, αT , and the amplitude
V of the cosine fit. Those values for the nine regions are
shown in Table I. There do not appear to be any differ-
ences between the seasonal variation of multiple-muons
at low and high zenith angles.

In the MINOS Far Detector, a difference in the sea-
sonal variation of multiple-muon events was seen as a
function of separation distance between the muons [17].
In the smaller MINOS Near Detector the same variation
was not seen. Since the typical transverse momentum
(pt) for a hadron in a hadronic interaction is 300 MeV/c,
the distance between muons in the detector may decrease
with increasing primary and muon energies. Multiple
scattering in the overburden also affects this distance,
but multiple scattering is smaller for larger muon en-
ergies. The track separation in NOvA is calculated by
taking the perpendicular distance between every pair of
tracks in a multiple-muon event

∆L = cos θ̄zen ×
√

(∆X)2 + (∆Z)2, (4)

where X and Z are the horizontal detector coordinates
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FIG. 6: Zenith angle distribution for each track in a multiple-
muon event in the NOvA ND. Multiplicity distributions are
normalized to have the maximum equal to 1 (one). The re-
gions marked 1-9 have equal statistics.

Sample cos θzen PR αT V (%) Tracks

± 0.1 ± 0.1

1 < 0.562 1475 -3.6 3.8 1,960,354

2 0.562-0.666 1624 -3.8 4.0 1,960,477

3 0.666-0.734 1732 -3.8 4.0 1,960,777

4 0.734-0.787 1778 -3.7 4.0 1,960,676

5 0.787-0.830 1715 -3.5 3.8 1,960,327

6 0.830-0.869 1807 -3.9 4.0 1,960,581

7 0.869-0.904 1667 -3.5 3.7 1,960,739

8 0.904-0.939 1562 -3.8 3.8 1,961,248

9 > 0.939 1563 -4.2 4.2 1,957,395

TABLE I: Zenith angles are calculated for each track in a
multiple-muon event. Measurements of the seasonal variation
are shown for nine regions of cos θzen. The uncertainties on
αT and V are from the fit.

of each track at the top of the detector and θ̄zen is the
average zenith angle of the two tracks.

The square of the track separation ∆L is shown in
Fig. 7. Nine equal-statistics regions (A...I) of track sep-
aration are defined with limits found in Table II. While
the first and last bins show larger values of PR, αT and
V , there does not appear to be any trend showing a dif-
ference between the seasonal variation of multiple-muons
at large and small separation.

The angle between tracks in a multiple-muon event is
also related to the original muon energies. For this we
compute

θUW = arccos

(
~U · ~W
|~U || ~W |

)
, (5)
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FIG. 7: Square of the separation ∆L between each track in
each muon pair in a multiple-muon event in the NOvA ND.
Multiplicity distributions are normalized to have the maxi-
mum equal to 1 (one). The regions marked A to I have equal
statistics.

Sample (∆L)2 (103 cm2) PR αT V (%) Pairs

± 0.1 ± 0.1

A < 21.775 1861 -6.2 5.5 1,153,484

B 21.775-47.925 1477 -4.2 4.4 1,153,382

C 47.925-82.550 1439 -4.0 4.2 1,152,928

D 82.550-130.200 1485 -3.7 4.1 1,152,548

E 130.200-196.200 1461 -4.0 4.0 1,152,448

F 196.200-290.350 1406 -3.8 4.0 1,152,440

G 290.350-433.625 1490 -3.9 4.2 1,152,501

H 433.625-691.000 1501 -4.4 4.5 1,152,427

I > 691.000 1883 -5.3 5.2 1,149,599

TABLE II: Track separation squared for each pair of multiple-
muon tracks, divided into nine regions of equal statistics,
A...I. The uncertainties on αT and V are from the fit.

where ~U and ~W are vectors representing the directions
of each pair of tracks in every multiplicity event. Track
angles may diverge due to pt in the first interaction, dif-
ferent locations for vertices in further interactions, multi-
ple scattering, and magnetic bending. All of these effects
are expected to be smaller for muons from higher energy
primary cosmic rays. The angular resolution, which is a
function of track length in the detector, affects this mea-
surement. From a MC simulation of parallel tracks in
the detector, the angular resolution for tracks which en-
ter the top and exit the bottom is 1.6◦. The distribution
for the angle between all track pairs is shown in Fig. 8.

The track angle data were divided into nine equal sam-
ples (α...ι). The seasonal parameters for these nine re-
gions of angular separation are shown in Table III. There
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is a possible reduction in the seasonal effect in the largest
angle (ι) bin. We estimate a background of 600 two-
muon events in two years from a coincidence of two ran-
dom single-muon events within 100 ns, most of which
will be in the ι region θUW > 15.55◦. This background
causes a negligible systematic uncertainty to our fits. An-
other background which might contribute to the ι bin is
hadronic interactions just above the detector.
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FIG. 8: Angle between each track in each muon pair in a
multiple-muon event in the NOvA ND. Multiplicity distribu-
tions are normalized to have the maximum equal to 1 (one).
The regions marked α to ι have equal statistics.

Sample θUW (degrees) PR αT V ± 0.1 (%) Pairs

α < 1.19 644 -4.2 ± 0.1 4.6 1,206,534

β 1.19-1.95 566 -4.0 ± 0.1 4.3 1,206,007

γ 1.95-2.74 607 -4.2 ± 0.1 4.4 1,207,553

δ 2.74-3.68 571 -4.1 ± 0.1 4.4 1,206,531

ε 3.68-4.90 582 -4.3 ± 0.1 4.4 1,206,217

ζ 4.90-6.64 541 -4.0 ± 0.1 4.3 1,206,216

η 6.64-9.48 590 -4.2 ± 0.1 4.5 1,206,275

θ 9.48-15.55 593 -4.4 ± 0.1 4.6 1,206,196

ι > 15.55 332 -3.6 ± 0.2 3.5 1,200,193

TABLE III: Measurements of the seasonal variation for nine
regions of angular separation of each muon pair in a multiple-
muon event in the NOvA ND.

The muon multiplicity for multiple-muon events is a
strong function of the primary cosmic ray energy. How-
ever, whatever dynamics are controlling the seasonality of
multiple-muon events could be compounded as the mul-
tiplicity increases.

Since the statistics for each multiplicity are quite dif-
ferent, the Rayleigh power is not calculated. Also, αT
is not used since Teff is multiplicity dependent in an un-

known way. The amplitude fit for each multiplicity is
shown in Table IV. The results of fitting the data to a
cosine function for each multiplicity are shown in Fig. 9.
A clear trend toward larger effects is seen as the multi-
plicity grows. The amplitude is shown as a function of
multiplicity in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 9: Multiple-muon rate variation in the NOvA ND as
a function of month of year, shown for each multiplicity. A
cosine fit for each data sample is also shown, representing an
increase in the size of the seasonal effect for larger multiplic-
ities. In each fit, the phase φ is fixed to the value from the
global fit.

Multiplicity V (%)

2 3.81 ± 0.05

3 5.5 ± 0.2

4 7.1 ± 0.4

5 10.0 ± 0.9

≥ 6 14 ± 2

≥ 2 4.1 ± 0.2

TABLE IV: Amplitude as a function of multiplicity.

V. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

Our conclusions involve the presence of a seasonal ef-
fect with a maximum in the winter which grows with
multiplicity, and the absence of a noticeable trend in the
size of that effect for three other variables. While there
is no parameter for which a systematic uncertainty is ap-
propriate, we must be confident that no systematic effect
could create or mask the observed results. The Rayleigh
power gives a measure of the statistical power of a pe-
riodic signal. For every sample studied, the Rayleigh
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FIG. 10: Fitted amplitudes (%) to a cosine fit of the seasonal
variation for each observed multiplicity in the NOvA ND.

power suggests the presence of a seasonal effect with a
truly negligible chance probability.

The fits to αT , which depends on temperature data,
and the amplitudes V of the cosine fit, which do not de-
pend on any temperature data, give qualitative measure-
ments of the size of the seasonal variation which agree.
The individual temperatures from ECMWF used to cal-
culate Teff have a systematic uncertainty of ±0.31 K [12].
Based on the variation in temperature over the longitu-
dinal area contributing to observed muon production, a
systematic uncertainty on Teff of ±0.1 K was determined
[26]. MINOS measured αT for single muons at this loca-
tion to be +0.428 ± 0.003(stat) ± 0.059(syst) [13]. The
positive value indicates a summer maximum. We calcu-
lated αT for single muons in NOvA and similarly found a
summer maximum using daily and weekly time bins, and
due to the lack of consistency in the value of αT we assign
a systematic uncertainty of ± 0.4, which corresponds to
an uncertainty on the amplitude of ±0.8%. This number
provides a maximum correlated systematic uncertainty
for αT for multiple muons and includes all potential ef-
fects from temperature measurements and hardware or
reconstruction issues which might be seasonally time de-
pendent. Every measurement of αT in Tables I, II, and
III was negative with an absolute value at least 8 times
this systematic uncertainty, indicating an unambiguous
winter maximum. In the calculation of Teff , the weight-
ing of the atmospheric temperature versus altitude was
done for the calculated location of single-muon and not
multiple-muon production. The values of αT in this anal-
ysis should be interpreted as a parameter indicating the
size and sign of the seasonal effect, and not strictly the
correlation coefficient between rate and an appropriately
calculated Teff .

The deadtime of the activity trigger used to acquire

the cosmic ray data is slightly higher in the winter than
the summer at the sub-percent level, due to the NuMI
beam schedule. This deadtime difference based on our
monitoring could affect the value of V by at most 0.5%
and has not been corrected. This effect would be in-
cluded in the ±0.8% uncertainty from the single-muon
αT inconsistency and could be the major contributor to
it.

While the average temperature per month does not
strictly follow a cosine curve, and hence its effect on sea-
sonal variations would not either, the data in Figs. 5 and
9 follow a cosine function well enough for a fit to the am-
plitude of a cosine function to give a reasonable measure
of the size of the seasonal variation. In order to evaluate
the effect of the assumed shape of the distribution on the
amplitude of the fit, a new fit was made by choosing a
correlated systematic uncertainty on the rate such that
χ2/dof =1. That new fit to the data in Fig. 5 gave V =
3.9 ± 0.4. We interpret 0.4 as a potential deviation in
the value of V for the fact that true seasonal variations
in our data do not follow a cosine. All values of V in
Tables I, II, and III are at least 8 times this deviation.

The reconstruction program that we used did not re-
construct all triggered muons, particularly short and
steep tracks. The inefficiency was not negligible. Visual
inspection and MC studies showed that all reconstructed
events were pure in the sense that there were at least the
identified number of throughgoing muons in each event.
For example, a reconstructed 3-muon event could possi-
bly have 4 or more throughgoing tracks, but not 0, 1 or
2. This reconstruction issue could decrease the apparent
size of that dependence but could not create a spurious
dependence. The known steep falloff in the true multi-
plicity distribution [31] implies this uncorrected multi-
plicity distribution does not change our conclusion that
the seasonal effect grows with multiplicity. The conclu-
sion in the paper, that there is a multiplicity dependence
as indicated in Fig. 10, is robust.

We have not identified any systematic uncertainty
which depends strongly on spatial separation, angular
separation, or zenith angle. The systematic uncertain-
ties involving deadtime and temperature cancel to first
order when dividing the data into bins of these observ-
ables and do not mask the lack of trends in Tables I, II,
and III.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The NOvA ND data show that the rate of multiple
muons seen at a depth of 225 mwe underground is anti-
correlated with the temperature of the atmosphere. That
is, the rate increases in the winter and decreases in the
summer. This anticorrelation between temperature and
rate was also observed previously [17].

In this analysis we used several proxies for the initial
muon and primary cosmic ray energies to see if the ef-
fect was related to the particle initial energy; there is
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no indication that is the case. However, we observe the
effect grows from 4% to 14% with increasing muon mul-
tiplicity. This is a new observation, which may allow
one to clarify further the physics origin of the observed
puzzling behavior. The quantitative nature of this anti-
correlation is not understood. This result is consistent
with the suggestion from the previous analysis in which
the effect is attributed to multiple muons coming from
those π’s which are more likely to interact than decay in
the winter [17]. Thus the single-muon rate is higher in
the summer and the multiple-muon rate is higher in the
winter.

The mean surface muon energy for muons reaching a
depth of 225 mwe is below the critical energy for both π’s
and K’s, so that more secondary hadrons are decaying be-
fore they interact in the upper atmosphere. For detectors
at depths of 2000 mwe or more, the mean muon energy
is above the critical energy for π’s and comparable to the
critical energy for K’s. The observed effect at 2000 mwe
is more complicated than just a dependence on the π and
K critical energies and so further studies should be done
at those depths. The results from the NOvA ND pre-
sented in this paper will be important inputs to future

simulation and study of this effect.
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